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51 5. blade calibration in the figure
above, the dark image is printed and
the cut was not perfect. then, press
and hold the numeric key (d2) on
control panel for manual calibration.
you can carefully re-calibrate the
cutting plotter. accu-aligning system
5-7 52 6. platen calibration calibrate
the platen first. you can manually move
the cutting plotter with the leads line
such that the location of the x and y
axis arrows coincide with the marks.
the platen should be highly accurate to
prevent possible damage to the platen
and the media. accu-aligning system
5-8 53 7. compensation play now you
have all the marks and calibration
ready, you can proceed to "play" the
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printer and see how accurate the
operation will be. the large image will
be cut accurately as long as the "play"
is not stopped. accu-aligning system
5-9 2.1 with a power supply the cutting
plotter comes with power supply. when
you buy the cutting plotter, you can
buy the power supply separately. the
power supply can supply +5 v, +12 v,
or +5 v and +12 v simultaneously. 2.2
adjusting the blade holder when you
place the cutting plotter on the floor,
the machine s cutter s knife must be
placed on the piece of the cutting pad.
for this, you use the blade holder. it can
be adjusted vertically and horizontally.
the blade holder also consists of the
base, so the machine can be turned
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upside down. it has a locking
mechanism. the manufacturer s quick
start guide (qsg) is a big help in order
to operate the cutting plotter and
confirm the functions of the whole
cutter. it is available at the following
url: http://www.place.net/help/doc/cutti
ngplotter_v3_001_en_int.pdf.
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cutting media in icc mode, that is from
cold cut mode to cold cut mode when

stopped cutting, the ink will be
sensitive to temperature in icc mode.
reset and then continue to cut with

different settings. 1. click power off to
turn off the cutter. 2. click power on to

turn on the cutter. go through the
above steps to select settings. 5. set

the cutting selection, set the setting. 6.
click close button when selected the
settings. wait till the indicator light
turns on. 7. press the [enter] key to

start the program. cutting selections to
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cancel cutting selections, press the
[enter] key 8. 48 3. multiple copies if

the design has only one original point,
more than four registration marks are
added to improve the cutting quality.
however, it will add more marks but

need more time to set them. command:
esc.d3;(xdist);(ydist);(xstep);(ystep);(x

mult);(ymult): layout: in-between
distance on x: mm, default 50mm in-
between distance on y: mm, default

50mm x multiples: mm, default 2mm y
multiples: mm, default 2mm accu-

aligning system 5-4 49 on the contrary,
the multiple copies are changed by the

tool carriage to avoid any possible
wrong registration marks. command: es
c.d4;(xdist);(ydist);(xstep);(ystep);(xmu
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lt);(ymult);(xdist);(ydist): layout: in-
between distance on x: mm, default

10mm in-between distance on y: mm,
default 10mm x multiples: mm, default

5mm y multiples: mm, default 5mm
accu-aligning system 5-5 50 4.

verification check all the marks in your
graphic designs before printing the
images, to make sure that you have
created all the original marks as the

aas ii tool carriage does. if no mark is
found, red error lights will be

illuminated, as shown in the following
image: 5. handle large images aas ii

technology can accurately contour cut
large images such as posters, etc. to

enlarge the contour cutting area,
calibrate the cutter first. the draw letter
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a is provided as the calibration master
for the maximum cutting area. press

and hold the numeric key (d1) on
control panel for automatic calibration.
accu-aligning system 5-6 5ec8ef588b
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